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Caught in the family tree

Constellation therapy focuses on ancestral angst, writes Wendy Champagne.

We all know that mums and dads can really "f--- you up", as the English poet Philip
Larkin once wrote. Bert Hellinger, the 84-year-old founder of family constellation
therapy, would say it goes beyond mum and dad to the entire family, past and
present. And it's something his deceptively simple therapy aims to put right.

Family constellation therapy takes the view that every individual in a family - born
or yet to be born, alive or dead - has a place in the "soul" of that family (those of a less
spiritual bent might say, have a place in the family system). And unacknowledged
traumas get passed on through these family members and arise unconsciously in the
behaviour of the current generation.

"Whether we are aware of it or not, it seems a great deal of our suffering is caused not
by what we have experienced but by what others in our family have experienced or
suffered," says constellation therapist Bubula Lardi. "All family constellation does is
reveal what the client can't see." Lardi was a graduate nurse and midwife for 25 years
before becoming a therapist. She trained with Hellinger in Europe and now runs fam-
ily constellation seminars on the far North Coast (see box).

By recognising and accepting disturbance in
the "flow of life", as Hellinger calls it -
whether it be violent death, incest, adoption, abortion, murder or just someone ex-
cluded from the family system - the trauma can be released.

Mainstream psychiatry covers the same territory in "vicarious trauma" research on
the children of Holocaust survivors and people with post-traumatic stress disorder.

"Family constellation is just a method," says the German-born Hellinger. A former
prisoner of war and Anglican priest, he spent 16 years as a missionary in South
Africa before leaving the priesthood and studying psychoanalysis.

He was always interested in systems in relationships and this drew him to study a
variety of psychotherapeutic approaches, including family therapy and the early fam-
ily constellation work of Ruth McClendon and Leslie Kadis.
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Hellinger describes a central family dynamic he calls the Orders of Love. When this
natural order is not followed - if parents behave like children or vice versa - then the
love does not flow effectively in that family, leading to consequences that may last
for generations "blighting people's lives and limiting their potential".

At a lecture delivered in Taipei in 2001, Hellinger said: "Nobody can be at peace with
himself or herself unless he is at peace with both his parents. If you meet depressed
people you can always find that they reject one of their parents. Depression is healed
if they are led to get reconciled with their parents."

Melbourne psychiatrist Dr Chris Walsh says: "Hellinger makes very definitive state-
ments that are over-generalisations as a way of bringing attention to dynamics that
have been neglected, but I don't take everything Hellinger says as gospel.

"When he uses the world 'soul' - which is very poetic and I don't have any problem
with it - you can substitute the word system. It works just as well and is a much more
acceptable word among scientific people."

Although Hellinger does not use standard psychiatric vernacular, his work is widely
accepted by members of the psychiatric and therapeutic communities in European
countries such as Holland, Germany and Switzerland.

Walsh admits to having been "blown away " when he was introduced to family con-
stellations through a GP friend. Although he also practises traditional psychiatry and
individual psychotherapy, he says family constellation therapy can be used to help
deal with problems in families and organisations.

"I wouldn't claim that constellations can cure major psychiatric illnesses like schizo-
phrenia, severe depression or drug addiction, but I think it can make people much
more resilient in the face of it," he says.

The visual, physical nature of the constellation helps participants see the underlying
dynamics of problems.

Walsh says constellations are solution focused rather than diagnosis focused. So the
point is not whether you find out that the pain carried down the generations from
your great grandmother's adoption is yours, but whether that realisation allows you
to alter your relationship with your pain now.
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Constellation therapists's details can be found at http://www.constellationflow.com

Bubula Lardi's website: http://www.constellationbyron.com

Hellinger Institut website: http://www.hellinger.com

SURROGATE FAMILY SESSIONS

When Bubula Lardi runs a family constellation process, participants sit in a circle and
any one of them can volunteer to talk about a problem.

Lardi might ask some clarifying questions about the issue, then asks about important
events or traumas in that person's family history, such as adoptions, exclusions or vi-
olence.

The "client" is then asked to choose representatives from the group to stand for them-
selves and other family members, then places them in position in relation to one an-
other as they see it. Then they sit down and observe.

"In some inexplicable way the representatives express exactly the family member's
hidden emotions and their true relationships with the client, sometimes even their
physical symptoms," says Lardi.


